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NEXT MEETING

WHEN: FRIDAY, JULY 10, 1981

TIME: 7:30 P.M.

WHERE: DOUGLAS/SARPY COUNTY CHAPTER
AMERICAN RED CROSS
38TH AND DEWEY AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68105

AL MC MILLAN, W0JJK, HI, COUNCIL BLUFFS,
IOWA WOULD LIKE TO KEEP US IN THE DARK
ABOUT THE PROGRAM ENTITLED “GOT A
MATCH."

PROGRAM:

(
* * * * * * * * * ** *
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PREZ SEZ

BIGGEST ever. This is one that is
fun to get involved in.

The program this month
sounds really great. AL WOJJK will
give a technical talk as only he
can.

I am sorry Icouldn’t be with you
at the last meeting, but as you
know I was needed elsewhere. I
understand it was a very good
meeting. Thanks to Tom KOPQR

( for filling in for me.
Our thanks to Terry Tavenerfor

the fine slide and talk show about
how our phones will be in the not
too distant future. Also, thanks to
Brian WB0AJI for his update on
LB31.

Don’t forget the picnic at
Maybry Park August 23! Every-
one can come and bring the
kids. This is one of the family
functions the Club has, so let ’s all
turn out and make it the

That’s it for this month. See you
at the meeting and don’t forget
the picnic.

73’s
de Jim WBOJPN

“It is the greatest of all mistakes to
do nothing because you can do
only a little; do what you can.”

Sydney Smith
* * * * * * * * * * * *

NOTES FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
held on June 5, 1981 at the American Red Cross Building

at 19:30 hours.

Members present: President Jim Wilson, WB0JPN; Tom Thiessen,
KOPQR; Walt Brown, KAODMB; Mitch Gagne, N0AZF; Mike Bruening,
N0AON; Dick Fehrman, KA0AAB; Chuck Hoffman, WB0NVL; Charlie
Rodgers, W0QQN; and Ellen Morrissey, WBOHWF.

Absent were: Ed Hofmann, WD0HBY and Dick Jugel, K0DG.
Discussion of our June 27-28 Field Day and of the annual picnic to be

held in August.
Meeting adjourned at 21:20 hours.

Club Secretary:,
Ellen, WBOHWF

* * * ** * * * * * * *

Dear Friend:
At the recent annual awards banquet of the Omaha Jaycees, we gave

recognition to individuals and organizations who in many significant
ways contributed to a successful 1980-81 Omaha Jaycee year.

I am very pleased to enclose a certificate recognizing you as an
( iportant supporter of our organization and our activities. On behalf of

uie Omaha Jaycees Board of Directors and members, I thank you very
much.

Sincerely,
William J. Shepard, Jr.

* * * * * ** * * * * *July 1981 HAM HUM Page 3



HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE WAYS YOUR CLUB
CAN HELP YOU

Jackets & Caps
Name Tags

Walt KA0DMB
Edie WD0GHA
Frank WA0IWF
Tom K0PQR
Dave N0CLW
John WB0CMC (not before 10 AM)
Mitch N0AZF
Scott WB0WOT
Jim N0AIH
Jerry WB0PPF
Mike N0AON
Charlie W0QQN
Alma XYL of W0QQN
Dick K0DG
Charlie K0QVL
Charlie W0QQN
Chuck KA0EBD
Jim WB0QGV
Chuck WB0NVL
Tom K0PQR

Coffee Lady (at the meetings) Aileene XYL of N0CKH

RFI

(
Technical Help
Tower Climbers

ARES
Contests
QSL

Programs
Courtesy
Novice Help

Manpower

Advertisement

* * * * **** * ***

COMMITTEES
Education Bob WA0DHU

Ellen WB0HWF
Lloyd K0DKM
Bob WA0DHU
Chuck KA0EBD
Charlie W0QQN
Jim N0AIH
Frank WA0IWF
Dave N0CLW
Jim WB0QGV
Jim N0AIH
Frank WA0IWF
Dave N0CLW
Scott WB0WOT
Jim N0AIH
Dick KA0AAB
Walt KA0DMB
Lysle N0CKH

Instructors

Subs

Auction
Field Day

Equipment
(

Finance
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Finance Paul WD0HRK
Sam WD0BVH
Lloyd K0DKM
Lou W0VLI
John WB0CMC
Ed WD0HBY
Scott WB0WOY
Wayne WB0HEW
John W0WRT
Ellen WB0HWF
Jon WB0QGT
Lou W0VLI
Mitch N0AZF
Tom K0PQR
Dave NOCLW

Silent Key Plaque

Repeater

(
Roster (notify of any

changes)
Historian
Ham Shack

***** * *** * * *

LOU CUTLER, WOVLI,
shows one of his several
ground and air
communications pictures
from his pictorial history
review of early Omaha.

* * * * * ** * ** * *

RECENT ACTIVITIES

FINISH13 mile marathon for the Mid-
lands Community Hospital Health
Run on June 7, 1981 in Papillion.

Check Pointers from left to right
are Lysle Renne, NOAZG;
Samuel, Kaplan; WDOBVH; Scott
Pe rsson, WBOQPP; Je r r y
O’Harrow, WBOPPF who was Net
Control; Jim Sanford, NOAIH;

( i d Ellen Morrissey, WBOHWF.

(Picture submitted by Ellen
WBOHWF.)

* * * **
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
held June 12, 1981 at the Red Cross Building at

38th & Dewey Ave., Omaha, Nebraska

The meeting was called to order at 19:30 hours by Vice President Tom
Thiessen, K0PQR due to absence of Jim Wilson, WB0JPN, President

After the Pledge of Allegiance each member arose and identified b(
their name and call.

Due to the absence of Treasurer, Dick Fehrman, KA0AAB there was no
Treasurer’s Report read.

One guest — Max Malzkuhn, WB3GOT
New membership certificates were handed out and then the

Certificates of Appreciation for working at the 1981 Auction were given
out.

The Education Committee, Bob Lockwood, WA0DHU had a report
that the Fall Code and Theory classes are starting to form. Atthistime we
do not know where they will be held.

Walt Brown, KA0DMB reports that the Silent Key plaque has now been
plated and is moving right along. Walt also has more jackets and caps for
sale. Chuck Hoffman, WB0NVL has some Club decals. Charlie Peaker
KA0EBD, reports that the picnic will be August 23,at Maybry Park,same
as last year.

Brian Zdan, WB0AJI, informed us of the latest information on the LB
32. Dave Hamilton, N0CLW and his group are just about all ready for
Field Day.

The decoders are here now and can be picked up from Tom Thiessen,
K0PQR. Tom also read several articles from the HR Report.

Motion and second that the business meeting be closed.

Program for the evening

Mr. Terry Tavener, Manager, Facility Engineering from the
Northwestern Bell Telephone gave an interesting talk -slide program on
what the phone communications, to suit our personal needs, in the not
too distant future, seems unbelieveable. New ways we’ll be using the
phone from the car to home or to the office were exciting. He had a
captive group and we enjoyed it very much.

Doughnuts and coffee followed.
Program concluded at 21:50 hours.

Club Secretary,
Ellen, WB0HWF

* * * * * * * * * * * * (
A BIG THANK YOU

Ward H. Justus, W0LAA wishes to thank the many generous ones for
all the magazines on radio.

** * * * * * * * * * *
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TELETYPE BITS

plopped down on frequency is
quite annoying, not to mention
illegal.
There are always the cute

games of feeding everyone’s
paper out in the wee hours or
hitting about twenty bells at 3 am.
These are fine if everyone is in the
mood for them, but usually have
no place in everyday RTTY and
are not very funny. As with other
modes, if common sense and
operation practice say it is alright,
do it, If not — don’t!

For more information on RTTY
net p rocedu re , b reak - i n
operation, and RTTY traffic
handling, consult “Specialized
Communications Systems” by
the League. Nex t mon th ,
circumstance and Murphy not
withstanding, I hope to brief
everyone on the new RTTY
repeater and give a general
outline of RTTY net procedure for
emergency operations.

In order to avoid interfering
with the Nebraska City repeater
on 146.10-146.70 MHz, we have
moved our teletype activity to
145.650 MHz until further notice.

Procedure is as important on
teletype as it is on other modes
and it is also just as simple.
Courtesy dictates the following
common sense guidelines:
• Before beginning a transmis-

sion, identify either by voice or
CW. FCC rules require this and
it is only necessary to give your
own call.

• Many te le t ype rs a re on
autostart so transmit at least
ten seconds of steady mark
tone to allow all machines to
start up.

• Upon beginning RTTY, please
transmit two Carriage Returns
(CR), two Line Feeds (LF), and
a few Letters (LTRS) keys.
This not only gets the receiving
machines ready to print but it
also sets the transmission
apart from any CW ID garble
and/ or previous text.

• Try to “frame” the transmission
with your calls,

eg. N0ABC DE W0XYZ
message
N0ABC DE WOXYZ AR

This makes it very easy to see
at a glance who is talking to
whom.

• Q signals are okay and quite
useful so don’t be afraid to use
them, but as with anything,
don’t go to extremes!

( * Above all, courtesy is the
foremost rule of thumb. Always
check to see if the frequency is
in use before diving in. To
stations already engaged in
voice work, an RTTY signal

July 1981

(

de Scott WB0QPP
* * * * * * * * * * * *

RECENT CONTRIBUTORS

34/94 REPEATER
Lawrence F. Caccomo W0NMN
Jay C. McAleer WA0LLQ
David N. Smith K3CRFI

** * ** * * * * * * *
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ATE ENTER INC.

3233 Leavenworth St. Omaha, Nebr. 68105 (402)346-5530

Ray Kydney, WA0WOT
Loretta Kydney, WB0MNL

SERVING YOU WITH

NYE-VIKING VAN GORDON

UNIVERSAL TOWERS CONSOLIDATED TOWERS
OPEN 10:00AM - 3:00PM Tuesday thru Saturday

Closed Sun. & Mon.

W O M E N S A U X I L I A R Y
CHATTER

Another meeting was thorough-
ly enjoyed and a few new faces
joined us. We met May 27th and
had a wonderful time! Since there
was no business before us, we
went right into the program.

We wish to thank Mary Goetz,
one of our members, for sharing
her gorgeous Paradise Jewelry
with us. The presentation was
extremely interesting: the
demonstration of the use of
scarves and jewelry with the
assistance of Dalene WBOTTK as
the model, the many games which
were fun, and the prizes which
were numerous. One game really
kept us on our toes remembering
names, which meant that if you
forgot a name
Page 8

Everyone had an enjoyable time
and several parties were booked.

We are all looking forward to
the next meeting, June 24th atthe
Red Cross Building at 7:30, when
the program will be given by a
demonstrator of Mary Kay
Cosmetics. Her name is Debbie
Livdahl.

The delicious refreshments
were served by Joanne Whitney
and Kay Wilson and were four
different “flavors” of bars. Don’t
forget to share your recipes!

(
Kay Wilson

* * * * * * * * * * * *

You Lost!
HAM HUM July 1981



<ZsV[atizL & cSom. P̂rint cSHo/i
Offset - Letterpress
2095 Prosperity Ave.

Maplewood, Minnesota 55109

( 777-6463
W0MGI QSL cardB

Send for free catalog

Ktt Associates
R. H. B R E N N E M A N

w (J U Q 0
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S C O N S U L T A N T*
I N G I N K R I N G S t R V I C L S

17121 323-1390
9 9 3 O A K P A R K R O A O

COUNCIL Bmrn, IOWA SISOI

BRUCE STARKEY

BRUCE S GLASS SERVICE
MOBILE SERVICE

PH. 554-0635

Your card could be in this spot for
$2.50 per month.<
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CONCRETE—ENCASED GROUNDING ELECTRODES
While the principle of concrete-encasement for improvement of

grounding electrode performance is looked on as novel in the U.S.A.,
engineers in other parts of the world have made use of it for some time.

Concrete piles, with steel reinforcing rods, were recognized as one of
the basic types of useful grounding electrodes by J.D. Humphries in a
paper presented to IEEE in Great Britain, in 1957.

H.G. Ufer performed extensive studies of concrete-encased grounding
electrodes utilizing the re-bars of concrete foundations, principally in
remote desert regions. Ufers application became the basis of the
National Electrical Codes recognition of 20 foot (or more) lengths of
copper rods in concrete footings as auxiliary grounding electrodes.
(1981 NEC Art. 250-81 (c) ).

There is nothing complicated or mysterious about concrete as an
encapsulation for metal grounding electrodes. Concrete is a material of
intermediate conductivity, as is the earth, neither a good conductor nor a
good insulator. Its conductance is, like earth, due to the electrolyte of
water-soluble conductive chemical compounds and water. Completely
dry concrete, like completely dry earth,has very high resistance.Concrete
does, however, appear to hold its water better than the more ’porous
earth, and even to draw moisture from the surrounding earth. It appears
that, by this characteristic, Ufer’s installations in the desert retained
ample conductivity even in desert sand.

In discussions of this grounding method, one persistent question
concerns the possible corrosion of rebar due to grounding currents
and/or the interconnection of the rebar and other grounded parts of the
structure. There is much evidence that no dangerous corrosion occurs.
First, the anchor bolts of steel structures,being in the concrete to a depth
of 1 to 3 feet, have been acting as grounding electrodes wherever they
exist with no record of dangerous deterioration. One company noted that
when a separate conventional grounding system was installed and tested
before attachment to the building its resistance was excessive, but that of
the building alone with conventional anchor bolts was adequately low,
meeting their requirements.

Regarding deterioration of the concrete, there has been only one
comment which is germane, and even that one favors the bonding of
anchor bolts to the rebar. An electrolytic installation experienced
continuous heavy current in the grounding system from leakage of the
cells and cooling system. Deterioration of the concrete between the
anchor bolts and rebar structure occurred, indicating heavy current
concentration and drying out of that portion of the footings. It has been
evident that the major ground current path in unbounded footings has
been from the anchor bolts outward through the concrete to the rebar
cage, thence through it and outward over the whole face of the concrete.
There was no sign of deterioration of the concrete of the rebar structure,
which was subjected to the same total current as that around the ancho/
bolts. It is apparent that a bond between anchor bolts and the rebarcagd
would have prevented the concrete deterioration.

Finally, the considerable use of only the concrete footings of high
voltage transmission line towers as grounding electrodes, with no record
of footing failures from lightning or fault incident, is a lasting testimonial
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to the efficiency and durability of this system. True, the resistance at
many locations is such that additional electrodes are required, but this is
due to soil conditions which would require more electrodes.

In conclusion, there appears every reason, including economy, to
make use of an asset which has been on hand, but hidden for as many
years as we have had concrete foundations — and no good reason to
continue avoiding its use.

DE N0AIH(
* * * * * * ** * * * *

HAM HUM SWAP
NO CHARGE FOR ADS (NON-COMMERCIAL) SUBJECT TO SPACE
LIMITATION. MUST BE SUBMITTED INWRITING TO P.O.BOX 291. SEE COPY
DEADLINE PAGE 2.

Hustler Trap Vertical Antenna. 10 thru 80 meters — like new. $45.00
CDE Rotor Control Head. — $20.00
Steve Boone KAOFWV 453-1635
50' ROHN heavy duty crankeys tower with hinged base plate for
concrete plus 3 earth anchors.
26' light duty crankeys tower.
Hy-Gain TH-4 4 element tri-band beam.
Mosley TA-32 Jr. 2 element tri-band beam.
CDR Ham-M rotor.
Call Marv Pekny W0CKE 241 Pickardy Lane Council Bluffs, Iowa 51505
Phone:(712)322-3148
Halifcrafter HT32A — $295.00
Halifcrafter SX-111 Receiver and Speaker — $100.00
Gonset GPP-1 Phone Patch
If entire lot purchased will sell for $400.00 including SWR meter and
miscellaneious parts. Call: K0FBE 391-5546.
FT-7B Yaesu Transceiver — $400.00 ( just back from manufacturer)
Ten-Tech Model 2626 Power Supply for above (brand new) — $100.00
Hy-Gain Hy-Range V QRP Reg — $50.00
Set of Hustler Mobile Antennas and New bumper mount — $20.00
8' roof tower — $10.00
Robert W. Arant W0GOT 9705 Redman Ave. Omaha, Nebraska
68134 572-8025
HW-8 Power Supply
Rotor
Dr. Charles Rush N0AZ 516 Meadow Road Phone: 333-1148
Johnson Viking Ranger Transmitter with operation Manual $60.00 Extra
Tubes $1.00ea. Viking Courier Amplifer with operating manual
$60.00. Signal Corps Frequency Meter with Charts $25.00. Heathkit
HM-102 SWR Meter $ 10.00. Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
$10.00. Condenser Checker $20.00. Knight Tube Checker
$20.00. Many voltmeters and ohmmeters $10-$15ea. Vibroplexes
$30.00. Gold-plated key on marble base $30.00. Wehrmacht (German
Army WWII) Tubes $1ea with BLack Tube Carrying Case $5 for
case. Very Rare—National SW-3 Receiver with Operating Manual
$120.00. Pioneer Stereo Headphones (new) $15.00. SWR Power Coax
Ratiometer (Universal Service Company) $20.00. Dowkey Relay
$10.00. Numerous vacuum tubes, coils, capacitors, fuses
$1ea. Loudspeaker, 8I ohm, NC, Grey Meta l cab ine t
$15.00. Loudspeaker, NC, Black metal cabinet $10.00. 1940 Amateur
Radio Handbook $2.00. Signal Tracer and Probe $15.00. Weston
Direct reading Volt-Ohm Meter (rare) $20.00. Nathan Baldwin
Earphones (SLC-old) $5.00.
Bob Anderson K8GZM 2116 S. 145th Circle Omaha, Nebraska 68144
Phone: 330-1387

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:
WANTED:

FOR SALE:

(
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PROVEN
DEPENDABILITY
...THE TEMPO S-1

B y now most of you have heard the same
words of praise on the air that we

(gratefully) receive over and over. The quality
that is built into the S- 1 has been attested to
by the outstanding performance and
dependability of the thousands of units in daily
use. The high level of innovative engineering
that brought forth the Amateur world’s first
hand held synthesized radio also designed into
this compact beauty exciting performance and
features at a very affordable price. A price /
that also includes a ni-cad battery pack, \charger, and a telescoping whip antenna. The
Supplicdtouchtone pad shown in the
illustration adds greatly to its convenience.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Coverage 144 to 14 B MHzChannel Spacing Reccve every 5 kHz

t'ansmit Simplex or
?600 kHz

Power Requirements 9 6 VDC
Current Dram

Balter«s

KEEPS WORKING WHEN
THE GOING GETSTOUGH

$25955 */VeTC

17 ma-standby
500 ma-tranvnrt
B cell ni-cad park
included

Antenna impedance 50 ohms
Dimensions

LIMITED TO STOCK
ON HAND

* CASH PRICE
ADD $5. 00 TO SHIP
ADD$7. 80 IA. TAX
( i f sh ipped into la. )

CALL:Tuea./S«t.-Noco / 5PM
A1 McMillan W#JJK
(712) 323-0142

40 mm M 62 mm >
165 mm ( 1 6" » 2 5"

* 6 5 )
Belter than I S watts
Better than 5
microvolts

WRITE: RF Output
SensitivityBox 864

Council Bluffs, Iowa - 51301
S-1T WITH
AUTOPATCH SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES

Telescoping whip anlenna ni-cad
batlery pack. Charger

salW
channels

the palm
of your
hand

i

Tempo presents the
S1SYNCOM...the world'sfirst synthesized 800

channel hand held
transceiver

(
Remember...the Tempo S-1 is the original and
proven 800 channel synthesized hand held
transceiver. Don’t be fooled by substitutes.


